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If you're on this site, chances are that you love grocery shopping. It's probably not a chore for
you, right? No matter how much you enjoy it, though, you don't always have hours and hours
to spend, slowly moseying up and down each and every aisle. Because, well, life.

That's why we asked some brilliant time-management experts for their best tips to help us all
get in and out of the grocery store quickly. These smart ideas all go beyond the generic make-
a-list tidbits, which you already know. Use them whenever you're crunched for time.

1. Maximize the trip.

"To avoid wasting one trip on just one errand, maximize your productivity while you're out of
the house by adding in errands along your route. Schedule tasks around the same time as your
grocery trip, like dropping off dry cleaning, squeezing in an exercise class, and making a return
to a store since you are already out and in your car — you'll spend more time out of the house,
but you'll also get more done." — Rachel Rosenthal, organizing expert and founder of Rachel &
Company
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2. Shop at off-peak hours.

"Stores often open really early, so if you can fit in your shopping first thing in the morning,
you'll have the place to yourself — same goes for shopping after 8 p.m." — Lisa Zaslow, founder
of Gotham Organizers

Related: The Best Time of Day to Shop for Groceries

3. Stay off the phone.

"Stay focused while you're shopping — you can't do that if you're distracted with phone calls
and texts. Pay attention to what you're doing, and you'll get in and out much quicker." — Peggy
Duncan, personal productivity expert and founder of The Digital Breakthroughs Institute

4. Go for speed over perfection.

"Some things just aren't worth your time, and saving a few cents on the price per sheet over
paper towels falls into this category. If you're in a time crunch, just do your best and don't
worry too much about picking the perfect peach or finding the best price on every little item."
— Zaslow

If you have the time:The Easiest Way to Comparison Shop at the Grocery Store

5. Keep your go-to items handy.

"Pick your top three go-to meals for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and keep a running list on
your phone of the ingredients so when you're hurried, you can grab your favorites in a pinch.
Changing it up is fine and fun when you have time, but having those go-to items takes the
thinking out if it and makes the shopping experience almost automated." — Monica Leed,
cofounder of Simply Spaced
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6. Know thy checkout line.

"Although Murphy's Law says you will always get the slowest check-out line, you can stack the
odds in your favor. Study the cashiers in your local store so you know who's the fastest and
who chats up each customer. The shortest line isn't always the speediest. Scope out the
shoppers in front of you — see if you can determine who will be redeeming hundreds of
coupons, studying the receipt to get price adjustments, or (OMG!) paying with a check." —
Zaslow
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More on Checkout Lines

13 Thoughts Everyone Has While Waiting in the Grocery Store Check-Out Line

Smart Tip: Skip the Express Lane & Go For the Shortest Line at the Supermarket
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7. Send someone else to the store.

"Grocery stores and apps like Instacart or companies like Peapod make it possible for someone
else to take grocery shopping off your plate. If you are tight on time, want to make sure you
don't add extra items into your cart, or just simply dread the task of grocery shopping, consider
automating the process. Depending on your grocery store, there are also delivery and pickup
options available, so once you've made your list, you're done shopping." — Rosenthal

How do you speed up your trips to the grocery store?
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More on Grocery Delivery

I Had My Groceries Delivered by Instacart, and Here's How It Went.

6 Ways We Save Money by Having Groceries Delivered

How Grocery Delivery Changed My Relationship with Shopping
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We all have the suspicion that we should be drinking more water, but it's usually easier said
than done. The key to staying well hydrated is to make it a habit. Then, after a while, sneaking
in a few extra sips throughout the day becomes second nature. Let's talk about how to get you
there.

We'll meet you at wherever you are with your current hydration habits. You tell us how much
water you drink in an average day and we'll give you an easy way to top it off accordingly. So:
How much water do you drink in a day?
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Lots. My hydration game is nearly perfect.

If you're almost there, sneak in that last cup or two by keeping a glass in the bathroom to
remind you to fill it up and drink it first thing in the morning. Your body is naturally a little
dehydrated after a night of sleep, which will make that first glass feel extra good.

Wanna go the extra mile? Some people swear by starting every morning with a glass of lemon
water, claiming it helps with everything from immune function to weight loss. We make no
medical claims, but if nothing else, it makes for a tasty start to the day.

A fair amount. I generally do pretty well.

If you're already drinking water throughout the day and with meals, just add a glass or two at
snack times. There's a myth that it's bad to drink water with snacks or meals, but we think it's
just that: a myth. Water aids digestion and can also help you avoid overeating. If you're a
twice(ish)-a-day snacker, this gives you a built-in habit to add on to.
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Some. I don't not drink water, but it's not regularly or frequently.

Set an alarm or timer to go off on your phone every two hours to remind you to drink one glass.
Even better if you can associate it with a regular activity such as checking your email to help
"program" your mind to habitually reach for a glass or bottle of water throughout the day.
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READ JUST ONE MORE

Hardly any. I'm parched right now.

Starting from near zero? Here's your plan: Every morning, fill up your water pitcher to the max
and set a goal of drinking most of it by the end of the day. Then, you'll have the visual of the
lowering water line throughout the day to pace yourself. The Brita Stream looks cute in the
fridge and uses cool "filter as you pour" technology, making it super fast to drink and go.

Ready to get hydrated? Check out Brita's series of Stream pitchers, which feature new filter-
as-you-pour technology.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

10 Photos of Your Daily Recommended Fruits & Veggies
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